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background

bacterLlaV*°Ur ° f baCteria ° n meat 3nd ° ther comPlex surfaces is not wel1 understood. Typically, generalisations about the growth of 
'hose ?" meat arS extraP°lations of data generated from liquid laboratory cultures. Bacteria in such cultures may behave differently from 
enumeCU tUred ° n S0Hd °r contoured surfaces. In addition, plate counts from swabbed or stomached samples are generally used to 
from thate °fgamSmS fr0m. the meat surface- These methods rely on removal of bacteria from a surface. If all bacteria are not removed 
c°uld h SUrface’ counts Wl11 not be accurate- If the percent recovery were to remain constant, accurate estimates of surface contamination 
bacteri mad6' However’ lf Percent recovery is affected by colonisation, the accessibility of the microorganisms and/or the number of 
'he ao a present on the meat surface, such counts can lead to inaccurate estimates of surface contamination. These factors serve to decrease 

•“-curacy of measurement of bacterial growth rates on meat surfaces

in Sj[u Preseat study, an assay based on the reduction of a tétrazolium salt by bacterial dehydrogenase was used to assess bacterial numbers 
Hxperj thlS SySlem the intensity of the formazan dye produced is proportional to the number of organisms initially present in the system, 
of darrmentS designed t0 m it ig a te  the effect of microtopography on bacterial growth rate are described. Growth on two different forms 

cron, a synthetic surface, is compared to that on meat.

^Perimental
«iCtetia

steri]eudomonas biotype (VIAS 1) isolated from spoiled pork was used (VIAS culture collection). Prior to use, bacteria were cultured on 
^ ^ m e a t  for 2d at 25 C

r  physical forms (,flat'’ similar t0 PaPer; 'fibrous', similar to cottonwool) was sterilised at 121°C. Sterile meat was prepared
^ CUtÜng d,SCS ° f meat from slices of surface sterilised Pigmeat. Replicate dacron pieces and meat discs were placed 

¡¡4^ dUy ln 24-well tissue culture trays for the assays.
^^S tandard  Curve

0rder toy baS6d °n bactenal dehydrogenase activity (Peck 1985) was adapted as an alternative to the colony forming unit (CFU) assay in 
Was Dr estlmate bactenal numbers without the need for prior separation of bacteria. A suspension (approximately 108 cells/ml) of VIAS1 
1) wer Cpared ln broth‘ Doubling dilutions (108 to <10 organism/ml) were prepared (28 tubes) and from each tube duplicate samples (lOOp 
ditpetp Placed in wells of a microtitre tray and incubated at 210C for 24 hours. After 24h incubation, lOpl of an aqueous solution of 3(4,5- 
shakenfthl^ 0^ ' 2"yl)2’5' diphenyltetraZOlium bromide’ 5më/ml (MTT, Sigma) were added to each well of a microtitre tray. Trays wwe 
Plate read 25min a"d lncubated at 21°C for a further 15min. Absorbance of the suspension in each well was read at 540nm in a microtitre 
Was a str 6r (Fl0W') fltted "?th skansoft software. A standard curve of bacterial numbers against OD540 in the assay was plotted. There 
°n the „ °ng corre*adon (^  =0.98) between absorbance (540nm) in the MTT assay and original numbers of bacteria in assay wells. Points 

urves were averaged and the regression found to be linear, Abs = 0.23 (log counts) + 0.07 (R2 = 0.98).
£bs°rbance (540nm)

r~ Dacron Growth Assay

Meat, no dacron, flat dacron and fibrous dacron were added to 24-well tissue culture 
trays A suspension of VIAS1 (absorbancegjQ 0.13 in broth) was added to test wells 
(1.5ml/well). Sterile broth (1.5ml/well) was added to control wells. Trays were 
incubated overnight at 21°C and a MTT assay performed on each well. There was no 
significant difference in the rate of growth of bacteria in wells containing no dacron 
or flat dacron. As shown in figure 1 there were significant differences between 
growth in the absence of dacron, growth in the presence of fibrous dacron and growth 
on meat (p<0.005). These apparent differences in growth rates of VIAS1 in the 
presence of extra surface were subsequently confirmed by counts of radio-labelled 
bacteria.

Assessment of bacterial growth through incorporation of tritiated thymidine tlHTdRl 
Sterile (24 well) tissue culture plates were set up with 12 wells containing no dacron 
and 12 wells containing fibrous dacron. For each group, 6 wells were designated 
"labelled" and 6 were designated "unlabelled”. To the "unlabelled” wells, 1ml 
suspension of VIAS1 (65%T) in RPMI was added. "Labelled" wells were treated 
identically except that ^HTdR was added to a final concentration of 4pCi/ml in the 
suspension. Plates were incubated at 21°C for 48h and on ice for a further 30min
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lg 1. Effect of surface on growth of VIAS 1 

0r8anisms as assessed by MTT assay.
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prior to filtration. A sample (100|il) was removed from each well for estimation of bacterial numbers as determined by plate counts. Well 
contents, collected by filtration, were monitored by scintillation for incorporation of label into the trapped bacteria (label was added to 
"cold” wells immediately prior to collection). There was no significant quenching of scintillation counts by any component of the system. 
There was no significant radioactivity in any wells where bacteria grew in the absence of label. Where wells contained labelled bacteria 
there were significantly (p<0.001) more scintillation counts where cells had grown in the presence of fibrous dacron (table 1).

Table 1. Effect of surface on growth of VIAS1 
organisms as assessed by uptake of ^HTdR in 
replicate experiments. Activity is expressed as 
percent of maximum incorporation of label.

Surface type With label No label

No dacron 41.7% 0

Fibrous
dacron

100% <0.1%

While the ^HTdR results confirms the earlier result that growth is stimulated in the 
presence of fibrous dacron, MTT tests on the contents of these wells revealed no 
such difference (no dacron 0.7984, SEM 0.022: fibrous dacron 0.8752, SEM
0.0979). This discrepancy may be a function of the difference in assay formats in 
that there is no allowance in the MTT assay for dead cells or for enzyme which may 
have lost its activity. Only live capable of producing dehydrogenase are measured 
in the MTT assay. The inability of the MTT assay to measure, at a single time 
point, all enzyme produced from all cells for the duration of the culture could 
explain the discrepancy in estimated cell numbers between the MTT assay and 
^HTdR counts. The MTT assay may be limited to measurement of bacterial cells in 
exponential phase of growth.

Discussion
The MTT assay has the advantage of measuring numbers of bacteria in situ. In most studies where contamination of meat with bacteria has 
been examined, counts have been based on removal of bacteria from the surface. Disadvantages of the methods include failure to remove 
all bacteria and inconsistent removal. Neither meat nor dacron affected the development of the formazan dye, and colour development was 
found to be linearly related to the initial numbers of bacteria. With a similar assay, a detection sensitivity of 12 to 12800 bacteria/lOOpl 
was achieved (Peck, 1985).

Dacron was used as the artificial surface in the growth assays, in part because it is available in two different physical forms, one flat and 
the other fibrous. Confirmation of increased growth by bacterial uptake of tritiated thymidine would not be possible on a meat surface as 
endogenous thymidine would have masked uptake of exogenous, labelled thymidine.

The present study has shown that the growth rate of Pseudomonas VIAS1 was increased in the presence of additional surface, whether this 
was dacron or meat. It was assumed that this improved growth rate was a reflection of improved growth conditions in the micro
environment of a biofilm, perhaps by increased nutrient availability and/or synergism between neighbouring bacteria.

Generally, bacteria cultured in laboratory broth medium have been used as the seeding organisms in studies of growth of bacteria on meat. 
Rainey (1991) has shown that the medium in which bacteria are cultured has a significant effect on the ability of the organisms to attach to 
surfaces. In studies on the growth of organisms in liquid environments (Horsky et al, 1993), it was found that pre-culturing in liquid 
medium did not significantly alter the findings. However, in order to predict accurately the behaviour of meat spoilage organisms, it ¡s 
important to use seeding bacteria grown under conditions closest to those encountered by spoilage bacteria in the cutting room. In the 
cutting room, the major sources of spoilage organisms are the carcasses and the boards, where bacteria are found on fat and muscle 
residues (Coates et al, 1995). In the studies described here, seeding suspensions were prepared from bacteria cultured on meat. Metabolic 
characteristics of these organisms and the conformation of the surface, should therefore have been close to those in the cutting room.

In summary, bacteria were shown to grow faster in association with complex surfaces, such as fibrous dacron or meat, than they did in the 
absence of such surfaces. This increase in growth may reflect enhanced ability of bacteria in a biofilm to utilise growth-limiting nutrients.
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